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UTOUR C2L Pro 1440P video recorder
Take care of your safety on the road. The UTOUR C2L Pro video recorder offers high 4K image quality and an advanced driver assistance
system  (ADAS).  It  also  has  a  built-in  GPS  module  and  allows  24-hour  monitoring  -  not  only  while  driving,  but  also  while  parking  (in
combination  with  a  separately  available  power  adapter).  You'll  also  find  an  additional  rearview  camera  included,  which  allows  you  to
capture video from both the front and rear of the vehicle.
 
High image quality
Don't  let  any  detail  escape you.  The  C2L  Pro  is  equipped with  a Galaxycore  4MP sensor  and supports  4K  resolution  (interpolation).  In
addition,  the  built-in  image  processor  effectively  eliminates  noise  and  vibration,  and  allows  you  to  preview  footage  in  real  time.  The
product  is  also  distinguished  by  a  wide  field  of  view,  and  thanks  to  AI-WDR technology  it  will  perform well  even  in  strong  light.  Also
noteworthy are the 6 HD lens groups and F1.5 aperture, which ensures great image quality even at night.
 
Rear camera included
Record from both the front and rear of your vehicle. The included rear camera offers 1080p resolution and a 135° field of view. With its
help you can get useful evidence if, for example, someone invades your car or a minor collision occurs while parking. The device is very
easy to install - just attach it to the rear window of the vehicle. It is also possible to rotate it 360°.
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Driver assistance functions
Enjoy  safe  driving  and  avoid  difficult  situations  on  the  road  with  ease.  The  C2L  Pro  video  recorder  offers  4  ADAS functions  -  Forward
Collision  Warning,  Headway  Monitoring  Warning,  Urban  Forward  Collision  Warning  and  Stop  &  GO  Warning.  Thanks  to  them,  you  will
reduce  the  risk  of  an  accident  or  collision,  and  you  will  also  easily  maintain  an  appropriate  distance  from other  vehicles.  The  device
detects objects with up to 99% accuracy, and the effectiveness of its warnings reaches 95%.
 
Tailored to your needs
The video recorder also allows you to adjust the sensitivity of the warning in 4 stages, so you can tailor the ADAS function to your needs.
Available  options  include  Super  High  (ideal  for  starters),  High  (suitable  for  beginners),  Medium  (will  work  in  most  cases)  and  Low
(recommended  for  experienced  drivers).  What's  more,  the  C2L  Pro  easily  identifies  many  types  of  vehicles  and  supports  emergency
recording, so you don't have to worry about losing important evidence.
 
Reliable and efficient operation
A built-in 2-core processor with NPU is responsible for the efficient operation of the video recorder. Thanks to it,  the device consumes
much  less  power  and  can  provide  reliable  operation  even  at  high  temperatures  (up  to  65°C)  -  don't  worry  about  it  jamming  in  hot
weather! Bet on proven solutions and get a car camera that will not refuse to serve you in the least appropriate situation.
 
24-hour monitoring
The C2L Pro video recorder will allow you to take care of your vehicle's safety even 24 hours a day. All you have to do is buy a separately
available power adapter, which allows the device to work continuously - even when the car is parked. While parked, the camera captures
video in  Time Lapse mode,  and if  a  collision  occurs,  emergency recording  will  automatically  start.  The  resulting  footage will  help  you
determine the perpetrator of the accident!
 
Smart control
Get  more  options  and  enjoy  convenient  control  of  the  video  recorder.  Just  connect  your  phone  to  the  camera's  Wi-Fi  and  use  the
dedicated UTOUR Go app. With it you can, for example, download recorded footage and change settings. The C2L Pro also supports voice
control. Simply issue the appropriate command to take a photo or turn the sound on/off. No need to press any buttons or reach for your
smartphone! Note: voice commands are only available in English.
 
Built-in GPS
The video recorder  is  also  equipped with  a  GPS module  that  continuously  monitors  and displays  information such as  time,  speed and
geographic coordinates (longitude and latitude). This means that if an accident occurs, you can easily check its exact location and get
data that will come in handy, for example, when claiming compensation.
 
In the box
Video recorder
Power cable with car charger
Rear camera
Rear camera cable
Small crowbar
Electrostatic sticker x2
3M adhesive sticker
User manual
Brand
UTOUR
Model
C2L Pro
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Processor
Sigmastar SSC8629Q
Sensor
Galaxycore
Sensor model
GC4653
Lens
6 high resolution lens groups
Pixels
4MP
Image resolution
2560x1440p / 1920x1080p (adjustable)
Video resolution
Interpolation to 4K / 1440p / 1080p (adjustable)
Rear camera resolution
1080p
Field of view
135°
Aperture
F1.5
Video codecs
TS Stream / H.265
Frame rate
30FPS
Rear camera frame rate
25FPS
Compatible memory cards
SD Class10 cards with 16-128GB capacity
Power port
USB-C
Power way
Car charger / fuse box (fuse box type need optional hardware cable)
Wi-Fi
2.4G Wi-Fi IEEE 802.11 b/g/n
Operating temperature
From -20°C to 65°C
Positioning system
GPS / Galileo / GLONASS
IMU
High precision 3-axis gyroscope
ADAS functions
Forward Collision Warning, Stop & Go Warning, Urban Forward Collision Warning, Headway Monitoring Warning
Front and rear recording
Yes, with rearview camera
Monitoring while parking (24 hours a day)
Yes, with power adapter (sold separately)
Voice control
Yes (commands in English only)
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App
UTOUR Go

Preço:

€ 105.01

Atividades e lazer, Acessórios Automóvel, Acessórios Automóvel, Dash Cameras
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